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Helis theme “Data Analysis and Stewardship”
(DAS)
The industry in Life Sciences is and will increasingly become a crucial piece of the economy
for both Flanders and the Netherlands. Well trained individuals in the region are
indispensable for the workforce, so the types of training available must be tailored to the
needs of the surrounding companies. The volume of information and data will only increase
as more developments are made in life sciences, a clear indication of the importance of data
analysis and stewardship for companies. The Helis Academy has chosen data analysis and
stewardship as one of their targets for training and broken it down to four specific topics:
omics data analysis, statistics, FAIR data stewardship, and machine learning that are
combined in the Helis Academy Data Analysis and Stewardship (DAS) pillar.
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Omics data analysis facilitates understanding of processes in both healthy and diseased
states in the human body. Through omics data analysis, targets for disease treatment can be
found, making it a valuable tool for companies in life sciences. Companies also benefit from
the knowledge of good statistical practices. Understanding of statistical methods and the
proper presentation of data is critical for companies that will invest money in developing
the outcomes from scientific studies. Further, FAIR data stewardship is necessary to
ensure the (re)usability of data. Proper data curation, data preservation, and information on
data provenance reduces costs of added experiments and allows the use of data for
subsequent studies that may not have been considered at the time the data was collected.
Machine learning is a valuable tool for spotting patterns in large data sets that would take
humans years to sort through, making it a valuable tool when understanding the sheer
volume of data available in life science fields.

Helis Academy Data Analytics & Stewardship
courses fill the gap
To get clear insight in the training needs of the foreseen target audiences the following
activities were performed.

1) FlandersBio conducted a Competences Need survey in 2016 which led to the Helis
Academy project proposal.
2) Helis broad survey in WP3. To ensure industry relevance, a questionnaire has been
sent to companies to inquire about their specific training needs.
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3) Helis DAS specific activities related to gap analysis: In addition, we are actively
reaching out to companies for interviews about their challenges and training needs
and for an inventory of possible company trainers. VIB held 5 interviews with 5
companies and other stakeholders, DTL held 4 interviews. TU/e had a number of
interviews in which also Helis Academy was discussed as well as several (3)
specifically targeted towards (the DAS program of) Helis Academy.
4) Other specific activities from Helis DAS partners

a) VIB Training survey 2018 and 2020
In a survey conducted early 2018, several topics emerged focussing
on Machine Learning techniques, advanced statistics and big data
analyses. In 2020, a comparable survey resulted in the same focus
areas reinforcing the selection of topics of the Helis Academy.

●

DTL/ELIXIR-NL Mentimeter session during ELIXIR-NL SME Forum
October 2019

○
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Companies experience challenge in recruiting in DAS themes

○

Companies have a mixture of training solutions implemented

Establishing the Helis DAS Course Portfolio
Target audiences for Helis DAS
The target audiences for the Helis DAS programme are professionals in life sciences and
engineering, coming from different career stages (students, young professionals, PhD,
postdoc ) working in industry and academia.
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The Helis DAS Course Portfolio
The specific courses organized by the 4 different partners are summarized in the table below
and described in detail in these four documents.
1. VIB
2. DTL
3. UM
4. TU/e

Outreach and Dissemination
The Helis DAS team participated in the overall Helis outreach events (e.g. several BioCareer
Event editions and the Closing Symposium Summer 2021). Details can be found in the Helis
reporting.
In addition several DAS specific outreach and dissemination activities were organized
(details can be found in the Helis reporting documents):
● Talk at BioSB Conference 2020, October 2020, by Rita Neves: “HELIS ACADEMY
● Data Analysis and Stewardship Training”
● Posters op BioSB Conference 2019
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19f7jQMbrxHDdcmUVmkjw_fvoHb1RW4I/view?usp=sharing
● 15 March 2021, Helis DAS Event on Upskilling young professionals in Data Analysis
and Data Stewardship
● DTL: Helis Academy courses explicitly mentioned in all our training related
presentations, for example:
○ Mijke Jetten, & Celia W.G. van Gelder. (2021, May 18). ELIXIR webinar:
towards professionalising data stewardship. Zenodo.
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4769858
○ Mijke Jetten, Celia van Gelder, & Rob Hooft. (2021, June 16). Dutch
involvement in the ELIXIR data management project CONVERGE.
Zenodo. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4963901
○
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●
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Appendix: Contact details Helis DAS Partners
VIB
Contact: alexander.botzki@vib.be
TU/e
Contact: h.t.g.weffers@tue.nl
DTL
Contact: celia.van.gelder@dtls.nl
UM:
Contact: secretariat-bigcat@maastrichtuniversity.nl
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